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Leslie and Gabriel got it going on When they are pitted together based on her being the
PTO president and him the Assistant Principle flames spark not only because of the tension
of the community but what they feel Loved this novel, the story line flowed and there was
plenty of twists and turns. Forever with You is a story that takes place in a town called
Gauthier Ms Rochon apparently pens a series called Bayou Dreams that, I believe, centers
around this fictional town and his populated by characters who play a minor role in this book
Despite its connection to the series, Forever with You is a standalone title and I had very
little difficulty understanding what was going on, and I think other readers will find it easy to
follow as well Now to my review This is a very sweet and tame tale about a widowed mother
named Leslie who has two girls Her life is all about raising her daughters following the
death of her husband some years ago When not focused on raising her daughters, her life
focuses on work and her place as president of the Parents Teacher Organization Some
people in town, especially the little old ladies at church, feel it s time for Leslie to meet a
man, but that isn t a part of her plan If only the new principle wasn t so tempting Gabriel is
the school s newest teacher and the interim principle He has nothing but eyes on Leslie,
and of course doing a good job so that one day he ll become a permanent principle His
attraction to Leslie is instant and he doesn t care about her position in the PTA, the fact that
she s a student s mom, or that she s a couple of years older than he is Unfortunately, as it
begins to look as if there might be something between himself and the widowed mom, there
s trouble at the school This is the kind of trouble that could put the brakes on any
advancement he s made with Leslie and also become a permanent road block in his career
plans and his plans to help his mother and siblings Of course Leslie isn t without her own
issues She s not sure she s ready for a new man, especially a younger one She also hasn t
quite gotten over her husband and how he died.Can these two overcome all of their
obstacles and come together in love That s the question and the story behind Forever with
You Overall I feel this is a good story that s perfect for someone looking for a light read on a
lazy Sunday afternoon It s also a good break for anyone starting to feel burned out by the
billionaire heroes that are so popular, or the super dominating, just this shy of being insane
heroes that are starting to populate some of thecurrent bad boy themed books Forever with
You takes the tame route with characters that readers will like, can relate to, and will cheer
for In Gabriel we get a sweet hero that most women would like to meet in the real world
Leslie is just a mom who s trying to live after being struck by unexpected tragedy I wish that
I hadto say about this book, other than it was a pleasant read I can definitely say that it
wasn t a bad one, and for some readers it may be ideal Unfortunately, this wasn t a
memorable book to me, just an o.k one The conflict wasn t extremely captivating and while I
understood Leslie s hesitation, it did begin to grate after awhile Although I wasn t

captivated, it kept my interest long enough to read it It served its purpose though and was
well written and that goes a long way For that I m giving this book 3 out of 5I was given a
copy of this book in exchange for a fair and honest review @Download Book Ö Forever with
You (Bayou Dreams #5) ? New Life New LoveThe Tranquil Bayou Town Of Gauthier Is The
Perfect Place For Widowed Single Mother Leslie Kirkland To Raise Her Two Daughters
Until She S Elected President Of The Elementary School S Parent Teacher Organization
Caught In A Clash Between The Community And Progressive Science Teacher Turned
Assistant Principal Gabriel Franklin, Leslie Vows Not To Take Sides But It S Hard To Be
Objective When A Sexy Younger Man Is Awakening Such An Irresistible Desire Years Ago,
A Teacher Saved Gabriel From A One Way Path To Destruction, And Now He Is Dedicated
To His Students And The Louisiana Town He Calls Home But The Chemistry Sizzling
Between Him And Leslie Could Ignite A Scandal And When The Gathering Firestorm
Threatens Both Their Dreams, Gabe Is Ready To Take A Stand Can He Convince Leslie
That It S Time To Move On And Make A Bright Future With Him This book was soo good I
m happy that Leslie found the man who was able to help her through the pain Another great
book in the Bayou Dreams series by Farrah Rochon Farrah takes us back to the fictional
town of Gauthier, Louisiana and we get Shayla s sister in law s story Leslie is busy raising
her 2 kids alone after her husband died and doesn t have time for love Gabriel is the
science teacher assistant principal who is younger than Leslie but is the only male who
sparks her interest There are several cameos from couples in the other book I absolutely
loved Leslie and Gabriel s story and I am ready for the next book n the series. This is a
warm, friendly short romance set in a bayou town There s a new teacher at the school and
he has an inappropriate crush on a member of the School Board, a lady who is widowed
with kids How wrong would that be, especially as he needs her support in his interim job as
assistant principal The lady is forever being introduced to nice single men, by the good
members of the Baptist Church, but she has no time to socialise with anyone A job, kids,
school board duties and homework time Actually, she also needs to work through some
issues around her late husband as well before she can start to think of another relationship
Nicely atmospheric and a somewhat sexier story than you d expect, especially on school
grounds. Forever With You was a delightful book to read Ms Rochon has continued her
streak of creating a vivid image of the town of Gauthier, Louisiana as a quaint small town
Leslie, who was mentioned in a previous book, is recovering from the death of her husband
after he suffered from PTSD Which I must say Ms Rochon handled this topic beautifully She
falls for Gabriel, her daughters wide eyed younger teacher This is one of my favorite series
to read I envision living in this small community and having the familial and social
relationships that are portrayed in the stories. Great book enjoy Farrah s work
tremendously Leslie and Gabriel made a very good couple Leslie is a widow and in the little
town of Gauthier everybody knows everybody so nothing is a secret Leslie was reluctant to
get involved with Gabe because he was a younger man and her daughter s teacher They

both needed each other. Forever with You is book 5 in Farrah Rochon s Bayou Dreams
series in this installment, widowed single mother, Leslie Kirkland is the president of the
Parent Teacher Organization in small town Gauthier and the Science teacher assistant
principal IS Gabriel Franklin.Leslie finds herself in the middle of a battle between the
parents and Gabriel but works to remain unbiased while the two sides work through their
differences It doesn t help that Gabriel is a sexy younger man that has ignited a passion
Leslie thought died with her husband Gabriel wants a relationship with Leslie and also
wants what is best for the town and school Can he work to have both Readers will need to
pick a copy of Forever with You to find out.I liked the theme of younger man older woman,
and Ms Rochon did a good job displaying Gabriel s passion for his students, as well as his
attraction toward Leslie.Leslie was a tough woman to crack she had several excuses why a
relationship between she and Gabriel would never work, but he overrode her objections
Leslie was battling herself and past fears while still dealing with the grief of losing her
husband Leslie also did not want to diminish the community s perception of her and finally
agreed to see Gabriel in secret These two had an uphill battle and once Leslie allowed
Gabriel in, her feelings of guilt intensified to such a magnitude, that she allowed it to affect
her relationship Gabriel sensed Leslie s fear and worked to alleviate it, but it was an uphill
battle He also enlisted Leslie s assistance to calm the community and find a solution to
ensure the town of Gauthier did not lose their school.The story flowed well and engaged the
reader to find out the outcome of the school as well as Gabriel and Leslie s relationship
Overall this was a good read Reviewed by Deborah

Leslie isn t ready to date again after her husband s death a year earlier, until she meets
new science teacher assistant principal Gabe I liked Leslie and her girls a lot, and her
conflicts felt very believable especially her reaction to moving on, near the end of the book
Gabe was generally a stand up guy, though I wish the end hadn t dropped his entire
motivation around his family My one big thing, though, was believing a teacher would
actively try to flirt with seduce the mother of one of his students That is SUCH a big no no
and conflict of interest, and I was stunned that a stand up guy like him wouldn t even think
twice If only he had been Cassidy s science team coach or something, instead of her
science teacher, I wouldn t have had a problem But it kept me out of the story and their
relationship pretty significantly.
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